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The Steel Valley Revitalization Charette

was truly a pleasure. Not only was the process exciting and invigorating but it was also fascinating to learn more about this feisty community. After Friday night’s tour of the community, a keynote speech by economist and historian Bob Gleeson, and a delicious Hungarian dinner at St. John’s, my appreciation of Homestead deepened even further. For me, personally, it was a rekindling of old friendships and revisiting the vigor and excitement of the 1988 Remaking Cities design charrette — it isn’t often that you have a chance to build on past efforts.

What potential! Homestead has all the ingredients one could ask for in a livable community. There’s a varied housing stock of sound homes, tree-lined residential streets, a thriving commercial area, recreational activities that include biking and walking trails, one of the best Carnegie Institute library and community centers in Pittsburgh, more churches than you can believe, and a rich heritage with one of the largest historic districts in the region. These three individual communities of West Homestead, Homestead, and Munhall that collectively are “Homestead” make for a walkable, mixed-income town with a full mixture of commercial, housing, religious, institutional, industrial and recreational uses — all in a spectacular setting that celebrates the river and its hills.

At its peak, the Homestead area was a bustling community with a workforce of over 20,000 in the mills and an output of steel that was, bar none, the greatest in the world. The Homestead Steel Works lined the Monongahela for over six miles and immigrants flocked to the area, moving to hillside houses within walking distance of the mills. Today, only thirty years later, Homestead, so rich in history, is without steel and searching for its identity and its future. Except for the Waterfront development, a new regional-based retail and entertainment center that replaced the mills, there is little apparent reinvestment. Stores are closed along its traditional main street and the ethnic churches are struggling to survive. The Waterfront caters to a different clientele than the typical Homesteader and the two commercial centers speak little to one another. To the outsider, the sense of isolation and abandonment hangs over the traditional core of the community. For all practical purposes, Homestead is certainly at a critical crossroads.

Is Homestead still a company town, dependent now on the Waterfront development instead of the steel mill? Or can this community seize the opportunity to reinvent itself? These and other questions captivated and charged the design charrette organized by the AIA and co-sponsored by the Homestead Economic Revitalization Committee and the Steel Valley Revitalization Committee. It was the job of the 60-plus architects, landscape architects, historians, community residents, and others to see how linkages could be made and new visions achieved.

Each of the five groups: Waterfront Development, Residential, Churches and Ethnic Groups, National Park and Waterfront and the Core Commercial district looked at the overall picture with emphasis on targeting their specific area and its relationship to the core business district.

The results? As you’ll see in this special edition of Columns Magazine, they were quite impressive. It was an exercise that proved fruitful for all involved. Many architects commented on how much they enjoyed participating in the charrette. Residents chimed in with how much they appreciated the collective efforts.

The real benefactors, however, could be the AIA and the Pittsburgh design community in providing this opportunity to collaborate on issues broader than those we typically work on. As we all discovered, it was a case of giving and ultimately receiving much more in return.

Thanks to the many people who were instrumental in making this charrette such a success: Jim Thomas and Chuck Starrett of the Steel Valley Enterprise Zone Corporation, Michael Solomon of HERC, Walt Haglund, AIA of Mullan & Lorpergan, and the team leaders: John Martine, AIA, Chip Desmone, AIA, Edward Shriver, AIA, and Rich DeYoung, AIA. Thanks, too, to the other members of the planning team: Jennifer Beck, Assoc. AIA, and Fred Winkler, AIA who put in a lot of work behind the scenes.

The staff of the AIA, Joan Kubanek and Amanda Roland, were instrumental in making the event so special. Last and most importantly, thanks to the AIAs Executive Director, Anne Swager, Hon. AIA who said yes to the idea of the charrette when she was approached, then spent countless hours putting it all together. Without her energy and heart and drive, it never would have happened.
The two days we spent in Homestead, West Homestead and Munhall were eye openers. Yes, the communities have changed irrevocably. There is no going back to what they once were. And yet, the doors are opening on some amazing new opportunities.

The optimist in me was charged as we held the Steel Valley Revitalization Charrette the first weekend in May. On a hot Friday evening, the neighborhood scene was alive in the Homestead area with kids on foot and kids on bikes who were completely absorbed in their own games, no doubt carryovers from the night before. From the Carnegie Library and Community Center, which is centered among the houses, you get a commanding view of a neighborhood park which was filled with children. It was a welcoming scene, and a good sign of a community that hasn’t given up.

Charrette participants and community people met nearby at St. John’s Eastern European Cultural Center, the former St. John’s Cathedral. Built in 1903, it was the first diocesan seat of the Byzantine rite of the Catholic Church in North America. The cultural center is located in a neighborhood reminiscent of Highland Park or Squirrel Hill albeit more run down. Some of the homes have been faithfully maintained, others are being restored and others are in need of care.

We shared a tremendous ethnic meal that night with many members of the neighborhood who would participate in the charrette the next day. My fears that they would feel the charrette was an exercise by and for professionals were quickly allayed by their enthusiastic welcome.

The two days we spent in Homestead, West Homestead and Munhall were eye openers. Yes, the communities have changed irrevocably. There is no going back to what they once were. And yet, the doors are opening on some amazing new opportunities. The Waterfront development has exceeded everyone’s expectations. The resulting activity, despite the traffic jams and the lack of connection to the development and the riverfront, delight the communities. Optimists that they are, they view the problems as opportunities to be addressed. I came away with the feeling that the area was just waiting to be rediscovered.

At the end of May, we took the charrette process on the road. I volunteered us for a workshop of Leadership Development Initiative members coupled with their Leadership Pittsburgh mentors. After a brief intro on urban design, we split the group into four small ones and gave them the urban design problem that we had labored over for a day and a half at the Steel Valley Charrette.

They had a great time. They were truly interested in the community and its possibilities. Their ideas ranged from fantastic (and expensive!) dreams to practical suggestions. In the process, we learned of an initiative by the Carnegie Mellon Research Institute and Three Rivers Connect to bring in a new technology that would provide extremely fast wireless internet connectivity to the area. The grant applications are submitted and if it works the community could quickly be transformed into a hotbed of high tech activity. The radical went up all over the room.

Weeks later, I received a phone call confirming that some LDI participants had followed up by exploring the Homestead area. They liked what they saw . . . especially the low real estate prices.

Even a die-hard optimist like myself knows that it takes years to bring neighborhoods back. After all, it’s been 10 years since David Lewis invested his dollars and bought his home in West Homestead. But some communities can and do reinvent themselves. The Steel Valley communities look and feel like neighborhoods that are on their way. What they need is some new blood and some new believers to invest in a place where a lot of committed people still live. Maybe it’s just my optimism but I think they are headed in the right direction.
Pittsburgh Historic Review Commission Announces 18th Annual Preservation Awards

The following AIA member firms were honored for their involvement in outstanding preservation projects in the City of Pittsburgh prior to March, 2001:

**Former St. John’s Convent, 48 South 15th Street**
ARCHITECT: Deepak Wadwani, AIA, Robert P. Murray, AIA, Mark S. Weber, AIA, and James A. Sheehan, AIA
Renaissance 3 Architects

**The Frater House, 605—607 Lockhart St.**
ARCHITECT: Michael Eversmeyer, AIA
Perkins Eastman Architects

**Duquesne Club Conference Center and Third Floor Renovations**
ARCHITECT: LDA-L.D. Astorino Companies

**Former Allegheny County Jail—450 Ross St.**
ARCHITECT: Frederick C. Watts, AIA, Mihhi Marcu, AIA
IKM Inc. Architects

**Firstside National Register Historic District, 235 Ft. Pitt Blvd.**
ARCHITECT: LDA-L.D. Astorino Companies

**PNC Firstside Center**
ARCHITECT: LDA-L.D. Astorino Companies

Clarifications:

- Charles Brueggebors, AIA was referenced in the campus architecture story in May. We want to add that he is now the director of the State College office of the Quad Three Group, Inc. Quad 3 is an architectural engineering design firm headquartered in Wilkes-Barre which also has offices in Pittsburgh and Philadelphia.

- WTW Architects designed the Penn State campus building, the Hub, which was featured on the cover of the May issue.

---

**When the nitty gets gritty architects turn to us.**

*Gateway has the tools and the experience to turn your plans into reality.*

Designing a building project is one thing; completing it on time and on budget is another. When architects turn to engineers for help, they need experienced partners who can handle the nitty-gritty details that accompany any land development project. Details like acquiring permits, meeting local, state and federal codes and regulations. Providing detailed plans and sure guidance for construction firms.

Gateway handles all of that and more. As the municipal engineer for many of the communities in and around Pittsburgh, Gateway knows what a project needs to be in compliance. And where we're not the engineer, our understanding adds to the success of many land development projects.

The professionals at Gateway can help turn your plans into reality. On time, and on budget. And now we have two convenient locations, in Greentree and Cranberry Township, to serve you.

If you have a project you'd like to talk about, call The Gateway Engineers.
You may not know us. But we know the lay of the land, and we'll make it better for you.
The Steel Valley Revitalization Charrette by Tracy Carto

On a beautiful, sunny Saturday in early May, more than 60 architects, planners and others gathered in the second floor of Moose Lodge building in Homestead. They were volunteering their time and energy for a charrette, a brainstorming of design ideas with the goal to revitalize the ailing communities of Homestead, West Homestead and Munhall.

The night before, in the grand Music Hall of the stately Carnegie Library of Homestead, keynote speaker Dr. Bob Gleeson spoke of the phenomenal opportunity Homestead has as it stands at this crossroad. “The Waterfront is changing people’s shopping patterns and moving patterns and presenting an opportunity for people to experience Homestead in a way they’ve never experienced,” said Gleeson, a Duquesne University associate professor of public policy and management in the Graduate Center for Social and Policy Analysis. Today, you could pack in four times the number of people currently living in Homestead and it would still be a nice town, he added. “You can see the remains of what could be a really beautiful town.”

Gleeson noted that Frederick Law Olmstead laid out most of Homestead and it was a Utopian dream of an industrial town. Steel mills and demand for labor grew so fast that the area was eventually overwhelmed by the influx of thousands of people, most of whom never lived in an urban area before. Decades later, the population dwindled just as dramatically as the steel mills shut down in the 80’s, depriving the Steel Valley of 17,000 jobs. For the next 10 years, the mills were sold for scrap and the 300 acres of riverfront land stood vacant and desolate. Then in 1998 the Continental Real Estate Companies broke ground on the Waterfront, a $300 million development of retail, commercial and residential projects still undergoing construction today.

It’s a good example, says Gleeson of why Pittsburgh has the least sprawl of any city in the country. “Other cities have no room to grow and resort to sprawl.” Pittsburgh has an unusual opportunity in that it could accommodate 500,000 more people without sprawl,” he notes. The key is in the rebirth of the industrial corridors such as the Steel Valley.

“The legacy of Pittsburgh’s corridor-style of relatively dense, non-sprawled development pattern, most of which is still well inside the borders of the region’s core urban county (i.e. Allegheny County) creates great opportunities for achieving a great deal of growth without corresponding sprawl,” Gleeson says. “The key, however, will be to find ways to integrate new development with the legacy of older industrial infrastructure. If this can be done—and done one project at a time like the Waterfront—Pittsburgh has the ability to preserve its centralized development pattern while still enjoying robust growth in the next several decades.”

The next morning, Walt Haglund from Mullin and Lonergan Associates, Inc. supplied nine “jumping-off points” for charrette participants based on the company’s Comprehensive Urban Design Study and Plan for Homestead, West Homestead and Munhall prepared for the Steel Valley Enterprise Zone Corp. It includes a land use plan for the revitalization area, a housing action plan, parking and traffic analysis and urban design plan.

The participants then sectioned off into five different groups—the Waterfront, Residential, Commercial Core, Churches and Ethnic Groups and National Parks and Waterfront. They spent the rest of the morning discussing challenges and opportunities, with the help of resource persons, and then brainstorming, sketching and outlining various solutions to specific tasks.

Late in the afternoon, after a day teeming with activity and energy, the five design teams presented their ideas to a large group that included interested residents, business owners, political leaders and others.

Following are highlights of the teams’ conclusions, complete with doodles and sketches, illustrations and maps, candid photos and explanations.

The Steel Valley Revitalization Charrette was supported through the generosity of The Heinz Endowments.
Churches and Ethnic Groups

TEAM LEADER: Chip Desmone, AIA
Desmone & Associates

TEAM:
Jim Kopriva, AIA
Paula Varkapich, AIA
Desmone & Associates
Donald Zeilman, AIA
Urban Design Associates
Shelly Andrews
Eastern European Cultural Center
Michael Solomon
HERC

During its heyday, the steel mills funded the many churches built in the Homestead area. Historians say this was not only an investment in the faith-based community but it was also a way to control and manipulate the mill workers by fostering ethnic separation and keeping the workers from organizing.

There were an estimated 25 different religious denominations—six in the Catholic group alone. Each ethnic group, deeply rooted in their faith, had their own family-oriented church which exerted enormous influence in their lives. Women, in particular, were key in the community and the church and in supporting their husbands who worked full shifts at the mill.

To celebrate and preserve both the rich ethnic and religious heritage of this community, the design team lead by Chip Desmone came up with the following ideas.

A Tour
Since historically separation was the way of life, the group thought it would be good to bring the churches together in a number of ways. A walking tour of the neighborhood churches would offer a collective view of the more personal side of Homestead, relaying the fascinating story of the people. What happened in this church? How did it influence the congregation? What was said in support of the strike?

Sample ethnic dishes, take a cooking class
(An in-town European tour right here in Homestead)

How can you study ethnic heritage without a close look at the different foods that were so much a part of their lives? If you want to experience European cooking, Homestead is the place to go to learn about different and delicious foods. Find out how they were made, and more importantly, sample these dishes.

Have grandmothers conduct the cooking classes. The experience can be enhanced by getting members of the church involved with conducting cooking classes and acting as docents for tours and tour groups.

Dance and music can be incorporated, too. It would make for an authentic, entertaining and great learning experience that would be better than a trip to Disney or Vegas, the group concluded.

The Church as a Resource Center
To help churches promote activities and to help maintain churches—a significant cost—the group suggested establishing the church as a resource center. It would act as a source of information about the church itself, the private art, and the culture and customs of the congregation. In this role, the Church would help preserve and carry on church traditions. Church members and volunteers would staff this project.

Adaptive Reuse
Since it is unlikely that all the current churches will remain in their present form—maintenance costs and dwindling population is taking a toll—some could be adapted as residential use: condominiums or apartments or commercial office space or restaurant. The final idea submitted by the group: Wouldn’t a church make a great space for an architect?

In a few-block section of Homestead, there are more churches per capita and per square mile than any area in the world outside of Rome and Jerusalem. LEFT: St. Elias, TOP: St. Gregory, ABOVE: St. Ann.
The Waterfront

The critical issue
For Ed Shriver's Waterfront Team, the critical issue was the railroad tracks. The four sets of tracks that run east/west pose a formidable barrier to their goal of integrating (north/south) the town of Homestead and the new Waterfront development. The railroad tracks effect everything else, the team concluded. "Until you deal with that, nothing else matters," says Shriver. As one team member found out when he stood near the tracks and clocked it, a train rumbled across the tracks through town 25 out of 60 minutes.

The key
The team proposed burying three of the tracks—similar to what was done on the South Side—and using the fourth line as a light rail transit. That would not only allow more room but it would also provide the opportunity to start building connections through the town and to the waterfront. The light rail transit would provide residents with a low-cost transportation into town—eliminating the need for a car—as well as another mode of transportation for visitors to come into Homestead. The land available from the buried tracks could then be used for shops, parks and even a farmer's market. The ample parking lots in the Waterfront development could be used as Park and Ride lots during the day when they aren't heavily used and the increased customer traffic would benefit both sides of the tracks.

Transportation
Transportation to and through Homestead would include a number of choices. From car and light rail to water taxis and bus/shuttle runs. An integrated mix of transportation choices would provide a variety of options for getting around. Residents could walk from the hill to the Waterfront, visitors could take a water taxi in from downtown and in the process there would be a "rich sense of journey, not just destination."

The Big Picture
Between downtown Homestead and the Waterfront development, there is a good mix of retail sizes, from big boxes to small stores, which offer a great range of choice for both the retail tenants and the retail customer. The diversity of sizes and range of rental rates is a win-win situation for everyone when you think of the stores as complementing instead of competing with one another. Likewise, the economic opportunities are greater: if someone wants to open up a retail shop in the area, they have choices of location, size and rental rates to fit their business niche. With the wealth of options, Homestead's got it all.

Design Matters
A simple and low-cost idea to further link the two areas is to implement common design in signage, street furniture and lighting that more visually connect the two diverse areas. For example, lights on the bridges and significant sites such as the Bost House would highlight these significant features and tie them together with the others.

One idea was to redirect Amity Street, taking it straight down to the river and creating a focal point. Another idea, illustrated here, is a three-dimensional bridge-type structure that spans Sixth, Seventh and Eighth Avenues and the railroad tracks, continuing into and possibly over some Waterfront buildings. Stairs and elevators would take pedestrians below to a multi-use complex of commercial, entertainment and retail space. Pierogis, anyone? "It's a wonderful, thought-provoking image that provides a starting point to how you can integrate on a three-dimensional plane," says Shriver who adds that change doesn't have to happen only on a street level.
Loading and staging

With retail, how do you get merchandise in and garbage out? They require separate entrances so the team studied how this could be improved in the Eighth Avenue district and how it could benefit from the infrastructure on the Waterfront. One solution? Building a service alley that's the back end of the existing strip mall and providing flex space backing onto that.

Ultimately, the team saw significant opportunities for both the waterfront and Homestead's traditional retail core. The key was working together, rather than in competition. Philosophical as well as physical barriers must be overcome but the advantages to be gained from a retail district which leverages its diverse and varied strengths are substantial and achievable.

"It was in a word, exciting. The enthusiasm of so many wanting to help make it happen! And the interesting recommendations—uses for vacant churches as housing or offices, or for those with impressive kitchens, cooking classes and ethnic bakeries. The use of a resource person for area churches to be the contact person for preservation efforts. And it's an exciting idea combining the railroad tracks—instead of four sets, two…"

Michael Solomon, Homestead Area Economic Revitalization Corporation

View of Homestead from the High-Level Bridge.

The $300 million Waterfront project includes big-box retail and plenty of parking.
Critical issue
How to connect the business district with the waterfront development; providing parking for those using Eighth Avenue.

Since only one street, Amity St., connects in any way to the Waterfront, the design team led by John Martine looked for another connection to integrate the two distinct areas. The team conceived of a bridge connecting Eighth Avenue to the waterfront spanning the railroad tracks while providing additional pedestrian connections along the way. Anchoring the bridge would be a new building for multi-use—perhaps commercial, retail, or some mix. Architecturally, it would bow to the steel industry with its use of iron and steel; brick would be included to tie into the new steel and brick pedestrian bridges along the waterfront.

## Retail Space
The Eighth Avenue business district would be made more usable without destroying its urban quality, the group concluded. The district is unique with historic buildings and smaller shops that are complementary to the waterfront with its big box retail shops and chains, large restaurants and theaters. Eighth Avenue, with its historic buildings so ripe for rehabilitation, could be given an artful flair with an array of galleries and cafes and unique stores such as ice cream parlors. (There is already an African American shop run by a woman from Ghana on Eighth Avenue as well as a popular cooking and kitchen store from Shadyside waiting in the wings to open.) In addition to a unique mix of stores that would draw the Waterfront consumer to the area, the streets could be made more pedestrian friendly with planting, improved alleyways and better streetscapes while maintaining the steel and iron theme of passageways.
Other Ideas
- Celebrate the historic aspect with the use of monuments in the commercial area. They would enliven the character of the streets as well as providing another attraction to draw consumers from the Waterfront.
- Introduce a bypass road that parallels the railroad tracks that would make for improved traffic flow and ease congestion through the Eighth Avenue corridor.
- Cap the ends of blocks and provide a gateway with large arches and canopies to the new parking areas created.
- Strong urban edges on the streets that lead into the Waterfront with fronts (and not just read as sides of buildings). With fronts they would provide a strong commercial aspect to this “corridor” to the Waterfront Development.
- Take advantage of built up mound of dirt left over from the Waterfront development along the railroad tracks and turn it into a mini park.
- Landscaped access from pedestrian bridge as well.
- Encourage new in-fill buildings where possible as well as encourage the re-doing of other open lots to provide the connections.
- Another idea for a lively connection: an arborlike structure going through with space for outdoor cafes, for instance.

Portals
“If you’re designing something, you should always know where the front door is. It’s an opportunity to make a statement about the community. The High Level Bridge is one of the doors as we enter the community. There needs to be a major announcement about where you are,” said Luke Desmone who took charge of the portals. “The portal should reflect the energy and dynamics of the community that created the mill. When I heard that the Homestead Works produced more steel than Germany and Japan combined, it blew my mind. And yet there’s no way to honor that. Nothing’s been done yet.”

One idea? Massive steel plate columns—four columns four feet in diameter anchored in each corner of the designated street intersection (there are four areas for portals) with huge arching steel members and riveted steel plates. “The scale would be monumental so it would echo the giganticness of the steel mill itself and it would have a searing quality of heat.”

Parking
Municipal lots already present in the district could be improved with nicely landscaped surface parking, proper lighting and new buildings forming edges. Other possibilities for parking exist, such as in the strip behind 7th and 6th Sts. and the areas between Eighth and the railroad tracks.

“It was great to see so many architects participating, figuring out how to revitalize a community. The fact that the AIA was able to articulate in so many positive ways to incorporate the Waterfront project, the rivers, transportation issues, the business district in Eighth Avenue and the community, was fabulous. It was extremely helpful and very important to the Homestead community in terms of mapping out for the future what needs to be done.”

Senator Jay Costa
Residential

TEAM LEADER: Rich DeYoung, AIA
WTW Architects

RESOURCE PERSON: Henry Hanson, AIA
Hanson Design

DESIGN TEAM:
Gary Gardner, AIA
Gardner + Pope

Steve Hawkins, AIA
Steven G. Hawkins, Architects

Bill Boyle, AIA
Urban Design Associates

Kilolo Luckett
Urban Design Associates

Kurt Beres, AIA
Pfaffmann + Associates

Leona Esken
HERC and resident

"I was very impressed that all these fresh eyes were looking at the area and I credit David Lewis for pulling it all together. The architects are such talented people with such good ideas. It was very good for them to be here—all those people getting together and working at it. We’ve been working on the area for so long, from good times through bad times, that it’s nice to have someone new look at it."

Mary Solomon
Community resident since 1989
Steel Valley Arts Council

In his talk earlier in the day, resource person Henry Hanson outlined the goals of the process that the community had developed in the residential areas:

- Revitalize the neighborhood
- Encourage community pride
- Increase property values
- Create housing opportunities for the elderly—so they don’t have to leave community they grew up in
- Provide rental housing: as part of housing stock quality that brings people to neighborhood and keeps them there
- Encourage employees of Waterfront to live in Homestead
- Develop green space and recreational areas

The Residential Design Team felt that the master plan had adequately addressed residential issues such as spot infill, rehabilitation programs and loan and grant programs. They agreed that these should be instituted. As consultants to the county, Hanson Design had proposed a house revitalization strategy spanning 12th to 15th Sts. and from West to McClure. The plan includes renovation of existing housing, infill housing, and new construction ranging from modest row houses to larger single family detached houses.

Since the housing stock was based on pattern books, the plan incorporates principles based on them, made compatible with contemporary living needs and codes and fit into existing fabrics.

In addition, the charrette team proposed revising zoning to encourage mixed use. On Eighth Avenue, which is a mixed use zone, they addressed the need for second and third floor residential units above street-level commercial use.

Critical issue
How to get people from neighborhoods on the slopes down to the Eighth Ave. area and into the Waterfront to feel more connected than they are now.

Challenges
More connections to the Waterfront are necessary. Right now it’s difficult for residents who live so close to even get to the Waterfront. There is only one one-way grade crossing on Amity St. instead of a preferred bridge across the railroad tracks or a tunnel underneath. There is no easy auto route for residents who want to go to the Waterfront; instead there are only outbound lanes from the Waterfront on the Homestead side of the High Level Bridge.

Solutions
For easier access to the downtown area, a shuttle service would operate up and down the hill looping from residential neighborhoods down to Eighth Avenue and the Waterfront. A lot of residents are within easy walking distance if the terrain was flat. The deterrent, especially for older people, is scaling the hill. Since the hill is perceived as an obstacle, shuttle riders would walk laterally along the avenues to get to the stops and the shuttle stops would operate vertically.

To get to the Waterfront, the team proposed a right turn off Amity Street (see drawing) connecting directly to the river and another right turn off Fifth leading into Amity St.

In addition, a pedestrian and vehicular connection is proposed at Fifth.
The Residential team felt positively about new infill and eventual recovery of the housing stock based on the presentation Friday night by Bob Gleeson. "It's along the lines of what urbanites are coming up with," said one team member. "It's all there: some terrific old structures. Old churches. Old houses that are magnificent. And you can get a great buy on homes that cost three to four times that to replicate today."
National Parks and Waterfront

Critical Issues

- How to integrate the Steel Industry National Historic Park* — the Carrie Furnaces, the Pump House, and the Battle of Homestead site with the Bost Building (the park’s proposed visitor center) and the entire Homestead community. The Bost Building is the critical link between the town and the park. The goal? To connect the community—its people and artifacts—with the park experience since historically the two were so interdependent.

- How to reconnect the rivers’ edges with the residential community on the hillside.

The Question: Can both of these goals be met to benefit the Homestead community, the new National Park, and the Waterfront development? This question inspired the National Parks and Waterfront team to make design connections and build a network between open space and transportation.

Open Space

- A new plan to connect open space along the river edges with the community. Along with the bike and walking trails, a new park—a place for picnics—was proposed between the Waterfront and Sandcastle for community residents.

- The major north-south streets and open spaces within the Waterfront would become greenways to thread the river edge back to the edge of town. One major asset: the fact that the railroad tracks are not along the river’s edge.

- The open spaces identified along the flats of the Waterfront would extend up into the hills by designating key streets and avenues as a networked grid of open spaces.

- A series of scenic overlooks would be built on the opposite side of the river so people could see all three communities together. The panoramic view is impressive, affording sightseers yet another perspective of this historic and multi-layered community.

The open space network paints a plaid over the community, linking its two parks, Frick and Kennedy, with their steep green hillsides, to the historic landmarks, unique residential streets and the old and new commercial districts.

Transportation

Overlaid on the open space network is a recommendation for an integrated intermodal transportation system consisting of water taxis, buses or trams, a commuter rail line, walking and bicycling and, of course, the automobile. At the center of the system is the Bost Building with a proposed parking area next to it for park visitors and park and ride commuters. Trams would run from there to the historic steel sites, the Waterfront development, the water taxis, the Eighth Avenue “Main Street”, and the residential and historic areas along the pathways designated as the open space network. Water taxis would service commuter traffic to downtown Pittsburgh with landings located in key open spaces along the water’s edges. The team also suggested...
reactivating commuter rail traffic by utilizing the old renovated rail station.

This transportation system would serve as one of the linkages throughout the community and would be used by everyone: residents, commuters, and tourists alike.

The holistic notion of the transportation and open space system provides access as well as community linkages: It introduces tourists to the community and its historic sites, it brings the commuter to the river, utilizing the parking lots and riverfront trails, and it provides a tram system throughout the community bringing residents from the hillsides down through the town and throughout the waterfront to the river's edge.

*The proposed Steel Industry National Historic Park bill is expected to be passed within a year. It also includes the Hot Metal Bridge.*

"It was a special privilege to be involved with the architects and a wonderful opportunity to see how well they collaborate—both with each other and with someone like myself from a social work background. Good design is such an important process, providing a practical tool for preserving our collective memory and integrating it with our 21st century needs. I just want to thank the AIA and especially Chip Desmone for including me in the process. It was a special event and I really enjoyed it."

*Shelly Andrews, Social Worker*
WHEN IT’S your PROJECT, RESULTS ARE everything.

BUILDING SOLUTIONS THROUGH CUSTOM CONSTRUCTION SERVICES

- RETAIL
- MULTI STORY OFFICE
- FLEX OFFICE
- WAREHOUSE
- MEDICAL

CONTINENTAL BUILDING SYSTEMS

285 E. Waterfront Drive, Homestead, PA 15120
For More Information, contact Traci McGavitt-Yates at 412.464.8933 or e-mail: tyates@continental-realestate.com
From the Firms

→ CelliFlynnBrennan, Inc. has been selected to complete a feasibility study and design for a new Science and Technology Center at St. Francis University as well as renovation of the current science center, Sullivan Hall. The design must preserve the character of the college’s historical mall and campus ambiance, and will support and enhance science as a hands-on, lab-rich experience.

CelliFlynnBrennan continues with design development for SCI Greensburg, a medium security housing unit for Westmoreland County.

CelliFlynnBrennan also completed project management services for renovation of the Fulton Building downtown. The 300-key building (pictured at right) has officially opened as the Fulton Renaissance Hotel.

WTW Architects is designing a new $11.9 million Campus Center for Elizabethtown and a new 60,000 square foot Science and Computer Teaching Center for Wheeling Jesuit University in Wheeling, WVA. The firm is also designing a new 24,000 square foot student center for Penn State’s McKee Center campus. “It’s really a very special pleasure to be asked to design a new building to replace a building our firm designed more than 25 years ago,” said Richard De Young, AIA, senior principal and COO.

Hayes Design Group-Architects has completed the design for additions to the word of Life Ministries complex in Greensburg, PA. The 20,000 square-foot project (illustration at right) will include a new multi-purpose room, dining facility and coffeehouse.

Business Briefs

→ Architects Susan McCullum and Greg Gallford have relocated from Washington, DC and New York, NY, to join Perkins Eastman Architects. Other new staff includes interior designer Jennifer Schuster; specifications writer Kris Kennedy; and marketing assistant/graphic designer Penny London.

Perkins Eastman Architects has opened a new office in Charlotte, North Carolina and acquired the van Summern Group, a 45-year-old Stamford, Connecticut-based architectural firm with a major focus on corporate interiors projects.

Burt Hill Kosar Rittelmann Associates announces that Melinda Van Sant has joined the firm as Manager of Interior Design.

David Hoglund, FAIA, principal of Perkins Eastman and current past-president of the AIA, discussed “Art and Memory” on National Public Radio’s Studio 360 in May.

CelliFlynnBrennan, Inc. welcomes Jack D. Meess, AIA as project manager, Beth Kocur as architect, Shawn Ulery, Assoc. AIA as intern architect and Melissa Hall as receptionist.

Kevin Hayes, AIA, president of the Hayes Design Group-Architects, has been appointed by the University of Notre Dame to its Board of Advisors for the Center for Social Concerns. He had been a part of the creation of the center in 1983 while an undergraduate at the university.

Burt Hill Kosar Rittelmann Associates has launched a new website at: www.burthill.com that is specifically designed to make it easier for clients worldwide to review design concepts and request changes online and to participate in online conferences regarding design and engineering discussions.

(continued on page 19)
"GETTING YOUR NET WORTH?"

GET SMART AND PROFIT FROM AN ISP THAT GIVES YOU NOTHING BUT NET. KNOW NAUTICOM.

REACH YOUR BUSINESS GOALS FASTER WITH HIGH-SPEED BROADBAND CONNECTIONS, LIKE DSL, FRAME RELAY, T1 AND DS3.

KNOW NAUTICOM. NO DOUBT.

724.933.9800 | WWW.NAUTICOM.NET
(continued from page 17)

Kudos

The Community Design Center's Pedal Pittsburgh held in May was a huge success, making it into the Best Ever Directory of Special Events. The annual biking event, which highlights the design landmarks and revitalization projects around Pittsburgh, attracted more than 6,000 cyclists who rode five different courses ranging from 15 to 60 miles. "It was designed as a means to get people into the neighborhoods. It puts them on street level with things they might not notice if they were driving by in a bus. It's an educational tool but it's grown to be a consistent fundraiser," says Jennifer Fox, program coordinator.

CelliFlynnBrennan, Inc. recently completed historic renovation of Westminster College's Thompson Clark Hall (1893) received a 2000 Award of Merit and a 2000 Award of Excellence from the Associated Builders and Contractors of Western Pennsylvania.

Schewanda Russell of LDA-L.D. Astorino Companies has been selected to the International Masonry Institute's Masonry Camp 2001. The camp brings together apprentice craftworkers, architectural students and interns for one week of masonry education.

The National Association of Home Builders awarded Perkins Eastman Architects in the Best Multi-Family Rehabilitation category in its Pillars of the Industry Awards for the design of New Pennley Place, an affordable housing development in East Liberty.
This summer, Redland Brick will be firing up its new, world class brick plant.

Get ready for exciting new colors, textures and sizes, including the new 16" Utility brick. To learn more about Redland Brick’s new Harmar Plant, check out www.redlandbrick.com.
Building Blocks

Continuing Education Programs, Seminars, Symposia and Workshops.

August 1, Wednesday

Pennsylvania Law for Design Professionals
This seminar will address topics important to the design professional practicing in Pennsylvania. The program will cover the entire project, from selection of the project delivery system through the project closeout. It will provide you with the opportunity to hear from lawyers whose clients are from the three primary stakeholder groups: design professional, owner and contractor. An open forum will give you the opportunity to participate and ask questions.

The Engineer's Society of W. PA. 8:30 am to 4:30 pm
For information call Lorman
@715-833-3959
6 L.U. (H/S/W)

Please send your information to the attention of Joan Kubancek, AIA Pittsburgh, 211 Ninth Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15222, or fax it to Joan at 412/471-9501. The deadline for inclusion is normally six weeks prior to publication. If you would like information describing qualified continuing education programs, please call the AIA office at 412-471-9548.

AIA ACTIVITIES

July 10, Tuesday
Professional Development Committee Meeting noon at the Chapter office, 471-9548.

July 16, Monday
AIA Pittsburgh Board Meeting 5 p.m. at the Chapter office. All members are welcome, 471-9548.

July 19, Thursday
Legislative Committee Meeting, noon at the Chapter office, Chuck Coltharp, AIA, 724-452-9690.

July 25, Wednesday
AIA Pittsburgh's Foundation for Architecture Contact Ed Shriver, AIA, 263-3800.

August 10, Friday
Communications Committee Meeting, noon at the Chapter office, 471-9548.

August 14, Tuesday
Professional Development Committee Meeting noon at the Chapter office, 471-9548.

August 16, Thursday
Legislative Committee Meeting, noon at the Chapter office, Chuck Coltharp, AIA, 724-452-9690.

AROUND TOWN

July, Wednesdays at Noon
Penn-Liberty Walk Discover how one of Pittsburgh's historic districts is being revitalized through the arts. Meet at Katz Plaza, corner of Penn Ave. and Seventh Street. For information: 1-877-471-5808. Pittsburgh History and Landmarks Foundation

July 11, Wednesday
Society of Design Administrators Monthly meeting at the Engineer's Club, 11:30 am to 1:30 pm. Lunch $17 members $19.50 non-members. Reservations call Cheryl Marlatt at 412-281-1337

July 11, Wednesday
"Creating Livable Communities" Lecture by Judy Corbett, Executive Director, Local Government Commission. 5 pm at the Bayer Learning Center, Duquesne University. Free, Sponsored by Sustainable Pittsburgh 412-258-6642

August 8, Wednesday
Society of Design Administrators Monthly meeting at the Engineer's Club, 11:30 am to 1:30 pm. Lunch $17 members $19.50 non-members. Reservations call Cheryl Marlatt at 412-281-1337

August, Wednesdays at Noon
Wood Street Walk Walk along Wood Street and Fourth Avenue to see notable buildings in the Triangle's historic retail and financial districts. Meet at noon in the PNC Plaza at the Wood Street entrance across from Oliver Avenue. For information call 1-877-471-5808. Pittsburgh History and Landmarks Foundation.

AIA Pittsburgh is using e-mail to keep our members informed of the chapter's activities. If you would like to be included and are a member, please send your address to aiapgh@sgi.net.
Jennifer Beck, Associate AIA

FIRM: Perldo Weiskopf Architects

PERSONAL: Husband Matthew, Applications Analyst with FreeMarkets; son Andrew, born May 24, 2001

HOBBIES: Exercising, cooking, reading (though I won't be doing too much of any of that this summer!) Associate Member Director, AIA Pennsylvania; PA regional representative to the National Associates Committee

YEARS IN PRACTICE: 4; completed 8 of 9 portions of the ARE and hope to take the last portion by the end of the summer


Two of the projects I was assigned as a second year student (1992-1993) at CMU have had the most impact on my development as an architect. In Laura Lee’s fall studio and Jill Watson’s spring studio, we focused on the design of buildings within the urban context of Pittsburgh. Our work led me to discover urban design and the then-fledgling New Urbanist movement, particularly the work of Duany Plater-Zyberk at Seaside. These initial discoveries sparked a passion for all the issues belonging to the urban environment — physical, political, social, cultural, environmental, and economic. I hope that my career allows me to pursue these issues in the future.

IF YOU HADN’T BEEN AN ARCHITECT: I would have been an urban historian. I love history and public policy issues, and the condition of the built environment at large shares a close relationship with both.

WHAT’S THE BEST PART OF YOUR JOB? Working in a medium-sized firm has given me the opportunity to have a higher level of responsibility on smaller projects, while also exposing me to larger projects as a member of a multi-disciplinary team. The combination has helped me to have a well-rounded internship experience.

FAVORITE ARCHITECTURE BOOK: I have two. Crabgrass Frontier: The Suburbanization of the United States by Kenneth T. Jackson, and A Better Place to Live: Reshaping the American Suburb by Phillip Langdon. These two books provided for me a historical perspective of suburbia from colonial times through the 1980s, and have helped me to better understand the socio-, political, and economic factors that have permitted (and continue to permit) suburbia to become sprawl.

WHY BELONG TO AIA: I belong to the AIA because it is the strongest and most-recognized voice for architects. It is the best avenue to impact public policy at the national and state levels, to benefit the profession as well as the built environment. I also believe that recognizing and promoting good design is an important function of the AIA—and AIA Pittsburgh is one of the best in the nation at it!
ENGINEERS’ DIRECTORY

A LISTING OF AREA ENGINEERS AND THEIR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES. To include your firm in this directory, call AIA Pittsburgh at 412-471-9548.

ALLEN & SHARIFF CORPORATION
700 River Avenue, Suite 237
Pittsburgh, PA 15212
PHONE: (412) 322-9280 FAX: (412) 322-9281
CONTACT: Anthony E. Molinaro, P.E.
Consulting / Electrical / Mechanical Telecommunications

BARBER & HOFFMAN, INC.
215 Executive Drive, Suite 202
Cranberry Township, PA 16066
PHONE: (724) 741-3849 FAX: (724) 741-3849
CONTACT: Michael R. Miller, P.E.
E-MAIL: BHP@barberhoffman.com
Consulting / Structural

BRACE ENGINEERING, INC.
3440 Baldwin Boulevard, Box 15218
Pittsburgh, PA 15237
PHONE: 367-7700 FAX: 367-8177
CONTACT: Frank C. Brace
Structural

CIVIL & ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTANTS, INC.
333 Baldwin Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15205
PHONE: 412-429-2214 FAX: 412-429-2214
CONTACT: Gregory P. Quastnak, PE.
Testing & Inspection / Civil / Construction Consulting / Environmental Geotechnical

CLAFTMAN ENGINEERING ASSOC., INC.
1340 Old Freepoint Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15238
PHONE: 938-7300 FAX: 938-7217
CONTACT: Robert Rosenfalh
Consulting / HVAC / Plumbing / Fire Protection

CONWAY ENGINEERING
Investment Building
235 4th Avenue, Suite 1408
Pittsburgh, PA 15222
PHONE: 765-0886 FAX: 765-2538
CONTACT: Bob Conway
Consulting / Structural

DODSON ENGINEERING, INC.
420 One Confederation Center, Pittsburgh, PA 15219
PHONE: 261-6515 FAX: 261-3527
CONTACT: Gregory L. Celebrezze, P.E.; Herbert J. Blankney, P.E.
Consulting / Mechanical

DYNAMIC DESIGN ENGINEERING, INC.
416 Main Street, Suite 200
Johnstown, PA 15901-1828
PHONE: 814-536-1651 FAX: 814-536-5732
CONTACT: James M. Vizzini, P.E.
www.dynamic-engineering.com
Consulting / Mechanical / Electrical Telecommunications / Building Audits

EILDWOOD S. TOWER CORPORATION
115 Evergreen Heights Drive, Suite 400
Pittsburgh, PA 15229
PHONE: 412-931-8888 FAX: 412-930-2525
CONTACT: Theodore H. Dannenhoff, P.E.
Consulting / Electrical / Mechanical Telecommunications / Sustainable Building Design / Energy Analysis Building Commissioning

ENGINEERING MECHANICS, INC.
4636 Campbells Run Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15205
PHONE: 788-3650 FAX: 787-5891
CONTACT: Daniel Greco, Jr., P.E.
Testing & Inspection / Geotechnical Consulting / Environmental Blasting Vibrations

FIRING, MARSTILLER, RUBSARBY & WOLF ENGINEERING, INC.
2 Parkway Center East
2030 Amonc Boulevard, Suite 250
Pittsburgh, PA 15221
PHONE: 271-5000 FAX: 271-5193
CONTACT: Daniel J. Wolf / David D. Rubsary / Ted Marstiller, P.E.
Consulting / Mechanical

FOREMAN ARCHITECTS ENGINEERS, INC.
P.O. Box 189, Zelienople, PA 16063
PHONE: 724-452-9992 FAX: 724-452-0136
CONTACT: David E. Foreman, P.E.
Civil / Consulting / Electrical / Mechanical Structural

GAI CONSULTANTS, INC.
510 Beverly Road, Monroeville, PA 15146
PHONE: 412-856-9220 FAX: 412-322-2161
CONTACT: Anthony F. Morrocco, PE/PLS
Testing & Inspection / Civil / Construction Monitoring / Consulting / Environmental Geotechnical / Structural / Transportation Archaeological

THE GATEWAY ENGINEERS, INC.
1011 Alcon Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15220
PHONE: 921-4030 FAX: 921-9960
CONTACT: Rose Griffin
Civil / Testing & Inspection / Consulting Environmental

HERBERT, ROWLAND & GRUBIC, INC.
290 Executive Drive, Suite 1A
Cranberry Township, PA 16066
PHONE: 724-776-4777 FAX: 724-779-4711
CONTACT: James M. Lepeski, P.E., Regional Manager
VISIT: www.hrg-inc.com
Civil / Consulting / Electrical / Structural Environmental / Site / Transportation / Traffic / Wetlands / Surveying / Parking Construction Phase Services

HORNFECK ENGINEERING, INC.
1620 North Canal Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15215
PHONE: 781-1300 FAX: 781-0763
CONTACT: Richard W. Paterni, P.E.
Consulting / Electrical / Instrumentation Lighting / Telecommunications

THE KACHELE GROUP
104 Perry Highway, Suite 200
Pittsburgh, PA 15227
PHONE: 412-369-9020 FAX: 412-369-9021
CONTACT: Tony Moscola
Structural

I. ROBERT KIMBALL & ASSOCIATES
415 Main Clinton Road
Moon Township, PA 15108
PHONE: 282-5400 FAX: 282-3036
CONTACT: Thomas L. Blank, CIH, CSP, Joseph F. Moon, PE
Asbestos Management / Environmental Site Assessments / Indoor Air Quality Lead Based Paint Management Radon Testing / Mitigation Industrial Hygiene / Safety Civil / Site / Structural

MEUCCI ENGINEERING, INC.
459 Elk Avenue, Carnegie PA 15106
PHONE: 724-8884 FAX: 724-8806
CONTACT: James B. Fath, P.E.
Consulting / Electrical / Mechanical

MURRAY ASSOCIATES, INC.
413 Penn Avenue, Turtle Creek, PA 15208
PHONE: 412-823-2020 FAX: 412-824-7302
CONTACT: Jack G. Murray, P.E.
Structural / Civil / Geotechnical Environmental / Testing & Inspection Construction / Consulting

POLYTECH, INC.
Three Gateway Center, 12th Floor, East Wing
Pittsburgh, PA 15222
PHONE: 995-1300 FAX: 995-1306
CONTACT: Michael C. Moore
Civil / Consulting / Electrical Mechanical / Structural / Transportation Construction Management

SAL CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERS, INC.
1400 Penn Avenue, Suite 101
Pittsburgh, PA 15222-2571
PHONE: 282-8750 FAX: 282-8785
CONTACT: Walter S. Kreimik, Jr.
Testing & Inspection / Civil / Consulting Structural / Transportation

TRANS ASSOCIATES ENGINEERING
CONSULTANTS, INC.
2419 Baldwin Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15205
PHONE: 937-8070 FAX: 937-8071
CONTACT: Sandra A. Sabo
Civil / Consulting / Transportation

MARKETPLACE

Contact 412-486-6413.
For information on our design
build, construction management
and general construction services,
Contact Heidi White, our
Director of Business Development
at 724.224.6104 or email
her at heidi@nello.net

N E L L O
CONSTRUCTION
Three Glass Street, Carnegie, PA 15106
412.276.0010 | www.nello.net

THE MASTER BUILDERS ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA (MBA)

REBUILDING TOGETHER
With Christmas in April

Hundreds of union trades
people, MBA firms and
corporate volunteers completed
close to $300,000 worth of
renovations on 41 properties
owned by low-income elderly
or persons with disabilities.

REBUILDING
PITTSBURGH ONE
HOME AT A TIME

Contact Jack Ramage, Master Builders' Association.
www.mbawpa.org 412-922-3912
A LISTING OF AREA BUSINESSES AND THEIR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES. To include your firm in this directory, call AIA Pittsburgh at 412-471-8548.

BLUEPRINTS

- F.L. HAUS COMPANY
  927 Ridge Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15212-6033
  PHONE: 412-231-7706  FAX: 412-231-7709
  CONTACT: Clem Sutton
  info@fhaus.com
  plot0@fhaus.com
  Digital plotting/printing, Large format bond copies, Project document management, Electronic file transfer, specification copying, Mounting, Laminating, Authorized OCE imaging equipment & supplies dealer, Embroidery, Screen printing, Ad specialty, Awards programs, Pick-up & delivery

- MATHIAS REPRO-TECHNOLOGY
  850 Penn Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-3706
  PHONE: 412-281-1800  FAX: 412-281-8243
  CONTACT: Mark Mathias
  VISIT: www.mathiasrepro.com

- TRI-STATE REPROGRAPHERS, INC.
  907 Penn Avenue, Suite 700, Pittsburgh, PA 15222
  PHONE: 412-281-3338  FAX: 412-3334
  CONTACT: George R. Marshall
  Document Management, Digital B&W Plotting, Blueprinting, Specs/Binding, Large & Small Format Color Copies, Mounting/Laminating, Supplies, Pickup & Delivery

- WASHINGTON REPROGRAPHERS, INC.
  DOWNTOWN PITTSBURGH • 514 Liberty Avenue
  2 ROBINSON TOWNSHIP LOCATIONS
  700 Vista Park Drive & 400 Hightower Boulevard
  WASHINGTON LOCATION • 234 E. Macen Street
  CALL: 724-0640 or visit our website at www.washingtonreprographic.com.
  CONTACT: John J. Dark
  CADD Services. Digital black & white ( Bj)prints, Plotting, Scanning, Print project management, Specs/Binding, Color display services, Mounting/Laminating, Equipment/Supplies, Blueprinting, Pickup & delivery.

FABRIC BANNERS/MOBILES

- www.billbanner.com
  20 Walnut Street, Natrona, PA 15065
  PHONE: 724-226-9553  FAX: 724-226-4512
  E-MAIL: bill@billbanner.com
  CONTACT: Bill Godfrey
  Fabric banners and kinetic mobiles for indoor and outdoor architectural spaces, integrated into corporate headquarters, museums, universities, restaurants, hospitals, churches and synagogues.

HVAC

- CLIMATECH, INC.
  P.O. Box 367, Bridgeville, PA 15017
  PHONE: 221-3844  FAX: 221-7786
  CONTACT: Mitch Taback
  HVAC design & budget pricing, System evaluation, Consultation, Installation, Emergency service, Repair, Air balancing, Comfort & energy enhancements, Commercial, Industrial, Residential

OFFICE FURNITURE

- FRANKLIN INTERIORS
  Suite 900, 2740 Smallman Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4720
  PHONE: 412-261-2525  FAX: 412-255-4089
  Contact: James Mathias
  Complete project & furniture management.
  Reconfigurations & installations: non-union & union. Meeting any budget— we are your authorized Steelcase dealer.

- WORKSPACE, INC.
  1900 Lowe St., Pittsburgh, PA 15220
  PHONE: 920-6300  FAX: 920-7570
  CONTACT: Dave Sauer
  Sales, Service, Installation & project management for all of your Knoll & Kimball office furniture. Special discounts for architects.

SANDSTONE

- ANNADALE SANDSTONE
  219 Golf Station Road, Bakersville, PA 16031
  PHONE: 724-735-4939  FAX: 724-735-4933
  CONTACT: Raymond John or Sam Tiche
  Wide range of colors
  Silica dioxide 95.5% & Absorption 3.9%
P.S.I. 12,500 Total Load (IFB) 44.300
  Weight Per Cubic Foot 144 LBS.

SIGNAGE

- BUNTING GRAPHICS, INC.
  20 River Road, Virginia, PA 15147-1159
  PHONE: 412-820-2200 ext. 240  FAX: 412-820-4404
  E-MAIL: jody@buntinggraphics.com
  VISIT: www.buntinggraphics.com
  CONTACT: Jody Bunting

- KOLANO DESIGN
  6026 Penn Circle South, Pittsburgh, PA 15236-3771
  PHONE: 412-691-9090  FAX: 412-691-8808
  E-MAIL: wk@kolano.com
  CONTACT: William Kolano
  www.kolano.com
  Design of sign & wayfinding systems, design standards, fabrication packages and contract administration. For facilities, corporate, transportation, education, medical, retail, government, hospitality.

- MVP IMAGING
  850 Penn Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-3706
  PHONE: 412-281-1800  FAX: 412-434-5752
  A division of A.H. Mathias & Co. Inc.
  CONTACT: Chris Mathias
  VISIT: www.mvipimaging.com
  Full color exterior job site banners & signage, Fleet vehicle graphics, Trade show exhibits, Photo duplication, Large format digital imaging, Mounting & laminating, interior signage, banners, exhibits, displays

WATERPROOFING CONTRACTOR

- T-N-D OF PITTSBURGH, INC.
  1422 Ferry Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15235
  PHONE: 412-374-1330  FAX: 412-374-1330
  CONTACT: Art Hawk or John Gibbon
  W. PA’s selected contractor utilizing KOCH material’s “TUFF-N-DRI” waterproofing systems. “GUARANTEED DRY”

Upcoming Issues

WE WELCOME YOUR IDEAS AND SUGGESTIONS AS WE EXPLORE THE FOLLOWING TOPICS IN 2001:

September — THE RIVERFRONT TASK FORCE. How it’s changing the course of the waterfront and our city
October — Designing with children in mind: schools and centers for kids
November — Residential Architecture: the latest in home designs

To contribute an issue or to submit a story idea, please contact the editor at 412/563-7173 or email tcorto@adelphia.net.
R.E. CRAWFORD
CONSTRUCTION

724.274.5000 • WWW.RECRAWFORD.COM • PITTSBURGH, PA • BRADENTON, FL

COMMERCIAL • EDUCATIONAL • FINANCIAL • HEALTHCARE

HOSPITALITY • INDUSTRIAL • RESTAURANT • RETAIL
With over 25 years of experience,
we bring a lot more than equipment to your job site.

Nothing teaches like experience. And when General Industries arrives on your job site, we bring more than 25 years with us. The knowledge we've acquired during that time has proven to be a tremendous advantage to us. But what matters most is how that knowledge benefits you.

Our engineers, project managers and tradesmen all work together in a well-honed, streamlined process that reduces construction time and materials waste. So, in the end, our experience translates into a highly-efficient building process. And the benefits of that pay off in spades every time we build for you.

Find out more about building with General Industries. Call Don Ivill at 724-483-1600.